OpenText Content Server Products Overview
Syntergy works to solve the needs of globally distributed enterprise–sized
businesses. Products available include:

Replicator

Replicator was developed over 10 years ago to address the difficulties of
providing rapid access to content in a geographically dispersed workforce.
As the Replicator product evolved it has addressed many other business
challenges. It has become the ideal tool for migrating or consolidating data
from one Content Server instance to another. It can be used to split an
existing instance into multiple systems. It can also be used to consolidate
complete or partial instances into a single instance. It is used for DR
solutions. Finally, Replicator can be used to perform upgrades to Content
Server, which can be especially beneficial when moving to new databases,
hardware environments and versions of Content Server.

Bulk Loader/Bulk Exporter

Bulk Loader loads documents, attributes and metadata from all types of
applications, storage areas and legacy systems. Flexible loading capabilities
allows for unattended loading, intelligent folder structure creation and the
ability to define complex attributes. Bulk Loader, along with its companion
product Bulk Exporter, allows you to insert and update all your metadata,
including Categories and Attributes, Records Management and Physical
Objects. Both products install as Content Server modules and do not
require additional hardware.

Workflow

Content Server workflow continues to be widely popular with our customers
as they see excellent return on investment with their projects. As capable as
workflow is, there is still a need for additional capability such as enhanced
email capability, advanced forms functionality and the ability to escalate
steps that are late. To meet these needs and other advanced requirements
Syntergy developed Workflow Steps, Workflow Escalation and Workflow Map
Printer several years ago. As more and more organizations use these tools
and provide feedback the functionality continues to grow to the point where
they are now a standard requirement for organizations that implement
workflow.

Content Server Modules
Document Management
Replicator
Centera Storage Connector
Bulk Loader
Content Mover
SendLink
Bulk Exporter
Live-Mail

Workflow
Workflow Steps
Live-Mail
Workflow Map Printer
Workflow Escalation
In Box Proxy

Security
Enhanced Password
Extranet Secure

Migration
Bulk Exporter
Content Mover

Other Popular Modules
Auto Numbering
Soft Documents
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